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Description

EHS Manager

Role Overview:

Huntsman has an exciting new opportunity for a passionate EHS Manager to join our Company

in Istanbul, Turkey. Reporting directly to the Regional EHS Manager EMEA, you will be

responsible for leading the development and continuous improvement of the site EHS culture

and process safety.

We are looking for someone with a technical background and a broad EHS knowledge and has

experience with People Safety as well as Process Safety EHS, Who can work with all levels in

the organization and has the practical understanding of what happens in site to advice on safe

solutions.

Do you think you’re the right fit for this opportunity? Apply today!   

Role Responsibilities:  

As a EHS Manager, you will be responsible for:  

Exhibiting and practicing Zero Harm. Be a Company representative to the Safety culture and

assure that all site personnel, including contractors, follow and practice the culture.

Continuously tracking/assessing all EHS metrics and on required actions to reach the

Environmental and Safety compliance and meet objectives.

Leading the development, implementation, and management of the site Process Safety
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Management (PSM) program to meet all Company and regulatory requirements.

Taking a lead role in planning, coordinating, monitoring, and implementing EHS policies and

procedures, ensuring all operations comply with relevant legislation and company standards.

Assisting both site management and the EAME organization in development and reporting

of EHS performance metrics to facilitate continuous, ongoing improvement of the EHS efforts

and results.

Managing all EHS relations with legal and private entities for legal compliance.

Coordinating planning and implementation of environment and safety audits by providing

data and expertise in the development, implementation, and administration of programs.

Developing and delivery of training and information towards a stronger EHS Culture and

performance.

Being a member of the Regional EHS team in EMEA.

Experience and Competencies:   

We are looking for experienced candidates with excellent communication skills and a

solution focused approach.   

What we are looking for:  

Degree qualified in Chemical Engineering or similar; with significant experience with an EHS

Management position in the chemical industry.

Class A Occupational health and safety expert certificate by Turkish local authority

Proficient in Operational and EHS standards and regulations within the manufacturing and/or

process industry

Proficiency in Environmental and Health & Safety Management systems (i.e. ISO 14001,

OHSAS 18001)

Working knowledge of process safety management including HAZOP, explosion protection

Excellent influencing and communication skills to work closely with customers, regulatory

authorities, and colleagues as part of an extended, international organisation.



Demonstrated leadership skills with ability to lead and influence others.

Proactive and highly motivated with a passion for continuous improvement and change

management.

Fluent in English & Turkish

What next?

If you would like to join an innovative, collaborative and multicultural team, please apply

now. Your application will be forwarded to a Talent Acquisition Partner, who will strive to

get back to you as soon as they can. We understand that applying for a new job is a big

decision and we will work hard to keep you updated and support you along the way.

About Us:

At Huntsman, we pride ourselves on being a people-oriented organization. Our family-like

atmosphere is cultivated by our diverse groups of team members around the world.

We welcome the talent, experience and fresh ideas that employees at all stages of their

careers, from interns to seasoned professionals, bring to Huntsman.

In return, we offer you the opportunity to become an integral part of a dynamic, industry-

leading company, where safety and ethics always come first.

Additional Locations:

Apply Now
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